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Foreword

The Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research was established at the Canadian 
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, in 1989. The Centre was endowed by Peter 
Jacyk of Toronto, who requested that the Centre undertake the translation of Mykhailo 
Hrushevsky’s Istoriia Ukrdiny-Rusy (History of Ukraine-Rus'). Mr. Jacyk was an enthusiastic 
and dedicated supporter of the Hrushevsky Translation Project, and the Petro Jacyk Educational 
Foundation continues his commitment and legacy of support. The Project has also received 
support from the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies. Individual benefactors have 
undertaken the sponsorship of particular volumes. Numerous individual donors have also 
contributed to the funding of the Hrushevsky Translation Project.

The translation of volume 9, book 2 was funded by a grant from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities, Washington, D.C.
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VI. The Ukrainian-Muscovite Agreement and the Muscovite-Polish Breach. The Autiimm 
Campaign of 1653 and the Zhvanets Truce 1
Cossackdom demands Muscovite assistance after the Moldavian debacle (1); the Muscovite government 
inclines toward intervention—the draft resolution of 25 May O.S. (3); vacillation and delay (3); the 
hetman’s threats and the tsar’s assurances—Fedor Lodyzhensky’s mission (4); the embassy of Herasym 
Iatskevych and Pavlo Abramovych (4); their account of the situation in August 1653 (4-5); the hetman’s 
letter of 9/19 August N.S. to the tsar (6); the undersecretary Ivan Fomin visits the hetman (7-9); the 
hetman plans a campaign in Belarus (9); Fomin is discharged (9-10); the hetman sets out on campaign 
to Birky (12).

The mission of Prince Boris Repnin-Obolensky and his associates (13); the first conference on 2 August 
N.S. (14); the statement of the Muscovite envoys (14-16); religious persecution—the Polish 
commissioners deny it (16); the motive for leasing of churches by Jews (17). The conference of 6 
August—the king’s reply concerning Khmelnytsky (17-18); on Khmelnytsky’s acceptance of Islam (18). 
The conference of 8 August [N.S.]—a discussion on the subject of religion (19-20); the Zboriv 
resolutions (20); plans to send a messenger to Khmelnytsky (22-24). The conference of 9 August [N.S.] 
(25); an account of the Cossack mission in Istanbul (26); Was there an agreement at Zboriv? (27); 
Polish reproaches for allowing a Cossack army to cross the Briansk region (27-28). The conference of 
15 August N.S. (29); the envoys decline to send a messenger to Khmelnytsky (30). The farewell 
audience and departure of the envoys (31); the king’s ‘letter of response’ (32); the issue of 
Khmelnytsky’s acceptance of Islam is raised again (33-36).

The Muscovite government takes the Zaporozhian Host under the tsar’s protectorate—the discharge of 
Iatskevych and Abramovych (36); the mission of Rodion Streshnev and Martemian Bredikhin to the 
hetman (37); Lavrin Kapusta’s diplomatic mission (38); the return of the grand envoys (39); the 
assembly of the land ‘on the Lithuanian and Cherkasian matter’ (39-40); a statement (40-43); the 
resolutions of 1/11 October (43); the grand envoys to Ukraine (43); the declaration of war on Poland 
issued on 2 November N.S. (44).

The king’s march on Ukraine: the Polish army at Hlyniany (45); plans and councils (46); the march to 
Halych (46-47); ‘news from Ukraine,’ September 1653 (47); the march to Kamianets (48); vacillation 
in the king’s headquarters—news from Moldavia (48); about Khmelnytsky (49-50); his mission from
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Birky (51); letters of 7 and 8 September (51-52); motives for this ‘stratagem’ (53-54).

In Khmelnytsky’s army and headquarters—contemporaries’ accounts (54-55); opposition to the 
campaign (55); Kapusta’s diplomatic mission (55-56); awaiting the khan (56); the khan’s arrival and 
the renewal of the treaty (57); the question of captives (57-58); the khan demands Khmelnytsky’s 
submission (59); news of the death of Tymish (60-61).

The march of the Polish army—news of the Cossack Host (62); the decision to march deep into Ukraine 
(63-64); the march on Bratslav (64); alarming news from Moldavia and the return to Kamianets (65); 
the Polish camp at Zhvanets (66-67). The courier Ivan Vonifatiev (67); his news (68-69); information 
in the Polish camp (69-70); accounts of captive Tatars during the second half of October (71); Tatar 
devastation (71-72); relations with Gyôrgy Râkôczi and Gheorghe Çtefan (72); Andrzej Kazimierz 
Młocki’s mission to the tsar (72-73). The khan at Bar (73-74); the danger of a blockade (74-75); the 
khan’s plans (75). The Muscovite diplomatic mission of Streshnev and Bredikhin in Ukraine (75-76); 
a meeting in Chyhyryn (76); the impossibility of being admitted to the hetman (77); news gathered by 
the Muscovite envoys: the hetman’s campaign and the death of Tymish (78-79); the devastation of 
western Ukraine (79); Cossack dissatisfaction with the hetman’s concessions to the Tatars (79); the 
letters of the hetman and Vyhovsky (81-82). The arrival of the grand envoys; alarm in Chyhyryn (83). 
Streshnev’s futile attempts to reach the hetman (84); his sojourn in Uman (85). Buturlin’s news (86-87); 
Ivan Fedorovych is dispatched to establish ties (87); the hetman’s letter of 8/18 November [O.S.] from 
Bar (87-88). News from the Cossack camp for internal dissemination concerning the truce with the king 
(89—90); Vyhovsky’s account of 30 November O.S. from Husiatyn (90-91).

The Zhvanets truce—a Ukrainian record (91-93); Vyhovsky’s account to Streshnev (93-96); the 
hetman’s account (96); what was said in the Host (97). Polish accounts (98-99); a fabrication about the 
defeat of the Cossacks and the death of Khmelnytsky (99); the difficult situation of the Polish army and 
its disintegration (100). The vizier initiates negotiations (100); the account of the ‘Narrative’ (100-103); 
correspondence (103-5); the rout of the Poles at Husiatyn (106); initial negotiations in early December 
(106-7); the commissioners’ first meeting on 13 December [N.S.] (109); the conclusion of Polish-Tatar 
negotiations (110-11); the concealment of the conditions of the truce (111-12); the actual conditions 
(112-13); the renewal of the Zboriv Agreement (113—14); Polish permission to take captives (114); its 
concealment (115); Khmelnytsky’s measures against Tatar raids (116).

Ambiguities created by the truce on the Ukrainian side (117); contradictory representations of the 
hetman’s government (118); unclear relations with the Crimea (118-19); the explanations offered by the 
hetman and Vyhovsky (119-20). The end of danger (121). Details of daily life in the reports of 
Streshnev and Bredikhin (121-23); the hetman’s and Vyhovsky’s correspondence with them (123-24); 
the Chyhyryn audiences (124-26); plans for war with Poland (126); prospects of annexing Belarus (121, 
127); the discharge of Streshnev (127-28). The tsar declares war on Poland through Młocki (128).

VIL The Pereiaslav Agreement 129
Buturlin’s mission in Ukraine—his journey and reasons for his delay at the border (129-30); Ivan 
Fedorenko brings the hetman’s orders for a meeting with the mission in Pereiaslav (131); news of the 
hetman’s truce with the king (131). The gathering in Pereiaslav (133); ecclesiastical and ritualistic 
accents and their political significance (133—34); Buturlin’s final instructions (135); the arrival of the 
voevodas and their troops at the border (135).

The Pereiaslav Agreement—the arrival of the hetman and the Cossack officers in Pereiaslav (136); the 
question of Bohun’s presence (136-37); delegations from the regiments (137-38). The great council of 
8/18 January (138); a solemn audience (138-39); the hetman presents conditions (141); the Cossack 
officers demand an oath from the envoys on behalf of the tsar (141-42); the hetman and the Cossack
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officers swear an oath (142-43); the transfer of insignia (143-44); demands for a charter of guarantee 
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by the strategy of the moment (193); the issue of wages (193). The hetman’s missive of 17/27 February 
[O.S.] to the tsar (194-96); the recommendation for the Pereiaslav delegation (196). The members of the 
diplomatic mission (196-97). The mission of the master of the table Fedor Poltev (198); the voevodas’ 
arrival in Kyiv (198); their instructions (199-200); the conflict with the metropolitan concerning land 
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